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“Nobody knows anything.”
– Writer William Goldman, in his book Adventures in the Screen Trade,
describing the key to understanding how decisions are made in Hollywood.

In fewer than three weeks, Barack Obama will become President.  He’s bound to be a
disappointment.

Not a failure.  George W. Bush has been a failure, and it’s because he’s failed in so many
ways that Barack Obama will be a disappointment.  W. has broken or messed up so many things
that Mr. Obama is being asked to fix nearly every major aspect of American life: the economy,
foreign policy, the environment, health care, infrastructure, energy policy; you name it.  Just about
everything, it seems, except the Republican party, another proud piece of America Mr. Bush has
left in shambles.  (Actually, perversely, the Republicans will also look to Mr. Obama to fix their
party – since their policies haven’t worked, the GOP’s best short-term option for regaining power
is to define itself by opposing everything President Obama tries to do, and hoping he comes a
cropper.)

No administration and certainly no man can be expected to successfully address so many
major challenges, yet that’s what the nation and world are asking Mr. Obama to do.  Hence,
regardless of how many things he ends up doing well, he will invariably disappoint.

The most immediate challenge is, of course, the economy.  I think history will characterize
Mr. Bush as the Trillion Dollar man: He launched a war of choice that will end up costing America
over a trillion dollars; during 2008, America wracked up the world’s first trillion dollar deficit (it will
come in around $1.5 trillion); rescuing the financial services industry has cost a trillion dollars; and
it will take a trillion dollar stimulus plan to address the train wreck that, on Mr. Bush’s watch, the
US economy has become.  And the worst thing about all this?  Even if we throw another trillion
dollars at the economy, there’s no guarantee it will work.

The Hunt for Red October is a Tom Clancy yarn about a Soviet navy captain who defects
to the United States in the Red October, a brand new, cutting-edge submarine.  One of the book’s
key characters is a Communist party officer whose job (like that of his counterparts on other Soviet
ships) is to ensure that every tactical and strategic decision made by the Red October’s officers
conforms with Soviet ideology.  That, of course, is bonkers, a reality Mr. Clancy turns into a
metaphor for why the entire Soviet system was doomed: Failure is inevitable when ideological
purity trumps both common sense and results.

Yet Mr. Clancy’s nightmare is exactly is how Mr. Bush has governed.  He got help of
course: Republicans supported his actions because they, too, put ideology and party loyalty ahead
of reality; Democrats abetted his actions by being too feckless to fight back.  (Has anyone else
noticed that, for the past two years, Senate Democrats have whined how the 40+ Senate
Republicans have been able to stymie their bills?  Yet during the four previous years, the 40+
Senate Democrats somehow never stopped the Administration from passing its bills.  Not exactly
a profile in courage, Dems...).  But Red October analogies aside, what’s perhaps most stunning



about how bad the economy has gotten is that no one can say whether even a trillion dollar
stimulus package will work.  Unbelievable.

This reality was driven home to me during a talk I heard by the president of Stanford
University.  He opened the speech by joking that he’d posed two simple questions to his world-
class economics and business faculties, and asked them to answer just one: “When will the stock
market hit bottom?” and “How low will that bottom be?”  The joke, of course, is that no one can
answer those two simple questions, which pretty much tells you all you need to know about the
state of economics. Yet because the country is demanding that somebody do something, and
because America’s default solution to problems is to throw money at them, we will soon be trying
to buy our way out of the Bush-cession.

Will it work?  Who knows?  About all anyone can say with certainty is that spending a
trillion dollars is bound to have some effect.  However, as we’ve learned from the massive
squandering of funds used for Iraqi reconstruction and the Wall St. bailout, the government is
quite capable of spending a lot of money that ends up doing little (except, of course, lining the
pockets of a fortunate few).

What might all this mean for Jackson Hole?  While no one can predict when the economy
will bottom out, nor how bad it will get, recent history can give us a sense of how things might play
out locally.  To this end, I looked at the historical relationships between three economic indicators
measured on a regular basis: the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500), and local real estate,
and local taxable sales.  Here’s what I found.

 The S&P 500 last bottomed out in September, 2002, a consequence of the dot-com bust
and post-9/11 shocks.  During the subsequent five years, the S&P climbed consistently, nearly
doubling by the time it reached its all-time high in October 2007.  Since then, it has once again
cratered, and today sits at late 2002 levels.

Teton County’s real estate market has behaved similarly.  When measured by the value
of properties sold over a 12 month period, the local market struck its recent low in 2001, and was
rebounding by the time the S&P 500 bottomed out in the fall of 2002.  Thanks to a couple of
extraordinary months in mid-2005, local real estate hit its all-time high in the fall of 2005; slipped
back; rebounded; then reached its most recent high in the fall of 2007, right around when the S&P
was peaking.  Since then, the local real estate market has also tanked, and is currently at a level
not seen since the fall of 2004.

The third major indicator, total taxable sales, has followed a different trajectory – growing
slowly but steadily for the last six years.  However, after growing 40 percent since the fall of 2002
(around 5 percent a year), taxable sales, too, are starting to slow down: they hit their all-time peak
a few months ago, lagging the S&P 500 and local real estate peaks by 9-10 months.

What can we draw from these facts?  Three things.

First, as Graph 1 suggests, for the last couple of years, the performance of the local real
estate market has almost perfectly tracked the performance of the S&P 500.  Conclusion?  If past
trends hold, when the stock market bottoms out, so too will Jackson Hole’s real estate market.

Second, if the S&P is an accurate indicator, local taxable sales will continue to fall for 9-10
months after the stock market bottoms out.



Third, since September 2002, the S&P 500 and Teton County’s real estate market have
both grown at essentially the same rate.  Maybe it’s just coincidence, but the fact they have both
fallen a nearly-identical amount in the past 15 months (42 percent for the S&P; 40 percent for local
real estate) argues that, for all intents and purposes, Jackson Hole real estate has become just
another commodity, something to be viewed as an investment rather than a foundational element
of the community.

If true, this finding re-affirms a pure free-market view of the world: unfettered markets set
perfect prices, perfect prices capture a product’s entire value, and property is no different than
pork bellies or any other commodity.

But what if that world view is wrong?  What if – as recent events strongly suggest –
markets don’t always work perfectly?  What if economic understanding isn’t complete, and
therefore not always accurate?  And what if property prices don’t perfectly reflect how well a
community uses its land: how well it preserves its environment, supports its work force and human
relationships, or maintains its essential elements?

Given all that’s happened the last several years, such questions certainly need to be
considered.  And given that revising the Comp Plan is going to be Jackson Hole’s next big political
debate, I think it reasonable to begin that debate not just by questioning our fundamental
assumptions, but asking what results have occurred from acting on those assumptions.  

In my perfect world, a similar debate would also be held at a national level – after all, if
we’re going to spend a trillion bucks, let’s make sure we do it well.
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